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Sorting, Trees, and Measures of Order 
W. ]:I. BURGE 
E.M.I. Eleelronics, Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex, England 
This paper analyses the best methods of sorting on a digital com- 
puter. Two main types, "sorting by merging" and "distribution 
sorting" are considered. The strategy to be used is diagrammed by a 
tree. Optimum strategy is shown to depend on the order already 
existing in the data. Given this, a minimal tree is constructed giving 
the best strategy. A relation is shown between distribution sorting 
and decoding a set of messages, or searching for a particular message 
on a list. 
Two criteria for pre-existing order among items are established, 
and measures of order and disorder are defined. Analogy is shown 
between a measure of disorder an  ntropy in statistical mechanics, 
and between a measure of order and a measure of in ormation. 
INTRODUCTION 
A digital computer which is used for business operations has to keep 
a large quantity of information in an orderly array for easy reference. 
The computer therefore spends much of its time sorting and ordering 
the incoming data, and the speed of this sorting operation may deter- 
mine the practicability of applying a computer to a particular job. For 
these reasons it becomes of importance to find the sorting method which 
takes the least time. The best method depends on both the type of data 
to be sorted and the characteristics of the computer. This paper is an 
analysis of the best methods of sorting various kinds of data, without 
reference to any particular machine. 
Sorting methods can be divided into two main types called "sorting 
by merging" and "distribution sorting." Within these types, various 
strategies can be employed. A tree, which is an obvious diagram of a 
strategy, will assist in assessing the merit of each. For each type of sort- 
ing, the best strategy will depend on the amount of order already existing 
in the data. With a knowledge of this order it is possible to construct a
tree with a minimal property, representing the best sorting strategy to 
use. 
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Distribution sorting is very similar to both decoding a set of messages 
and searching for a particular message in a list. The strategies employed 
in these eases can also be described by a tree and the optimal strategy 
derived from the minimal tree. 
Two criteria of the order existing in a set of items are established. A 
measure of the disorder existing is defined as the minimum amount of 
work required to sort the data into complete order. The minimum 
amount of work required to obtain a degree of order from a set of un- 
known order is defined as a measure of that degree of order. There are 
strong analogies between a measure of disorder and the expression of 
entropy as used in statistical mechanics and information theory and 
between the measure of order and a measure of information. 
SORTING 
A variety of sorting methods have been described by Friend (1956) 
Davies (1956) and Hosken (1956) and a short account of the more effi- 
cient methods will be given here. 
The data are made up of a number of units called "items" which have 
reference numbers or "keys" attached to them. I t  is by these keys that 
the items are identified and sorted while the items remain attached to 
them and follow them in their movements. A sequence of keys in order 
is called a "string," and the number of keys in a string is called its 
"length." The elementary operation used in most sorting methods is a 
comparison of two keys followed by a movement of one of the keys which 
depends on the result of the comparison. A measure of the merit of a 
sorting method is the number of comparisons or key movements required 
to sort n keys. 
SORTING BY MERGING 
If we have two ordered strings which we wish to merge into one ordered 
string, we successively select he highest key from the heads of the strings 
and remove it to form a new string. As an example, suppose the two 
strings, 1, 8, 10, and2, 3, 9, areto be merged. The six stages of the merg- 
ing are illustrated in Fig. 1. The ringed keys are those compared at each 
stage. The result is the string 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10. 
All data are made up of a set of strings, the shortest string being one 
key long. When these strings are repeatedly merged, the resulting strings 
become larger and larger until all the keys lie in one string. When we 
know the data are made up of strings of various sizes there are a great 
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FIG. 1. Successive stages in the merging of two strings. 
many strategies which could be employed in repeatedly merging them. 
The best way to choose the sets of strings to be merged at any stage will 
be discussed later. 
DISTRIBUTION SORTING 
This is the method used by a postal sorting office. A number of letters 
are distributed into pigeonholes so that each pigeonhole contains all 
letters addressed to one district. 
In the same way, at any stage an unordered group of keys can be split 
into subgroups so that each subgroup contains keys with common char- 
acteristics. These subgroups can be split again and again until they 
contain one key each. If the subgroups have been correctly positioned 
at each stage, the final split will result in a complete ordering. 
Example. Suppose the initial group is 8, 7, 1, 3, 5, 6, 4, 2, and 9. The 
first split divides the keys into three subgroups: those less than 31/~, 
those in the range 31/~ to 61/~, and those greater than 61/~. The second 
split divides the subgroups again and positions them in order, as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
There are two main ways in which the subgroup the key belongs to 
can depend on the key. When one digit of the key addresses the subgroup, 
the method is called "digit" or "radix sorting." When, as above, the 
values of keys in a subgroup lie between an upper and lower bound, the 
method is called "distribution sorting." I have used this name to include 
both methods. 
TREES 
The tree used is a hierarchical network with a finite number of points 
arranged in levels. The top level contains only one point called the root 
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FzG. 2. Diagram of distribution sorting. 
point. Any point, except his root point, is related to one and only one 
point in the next higher level, called its parent, and this relationship is 
shown by a line joining the two points. Points with a common parent 
are called its family, and families must contain at least two, but not 
more than c members, where c is a given integer greater than one. 
Branches of the tree end on points called end points, which have no 
family. 
All the end points of a tree are given positive number values Iv(i)], 
and the value of any other point is the sum of the values of the points 
in its family. Therefore the value of any point, other than an end point, 
is the sum of the values of the end points of the subtree which the point 
defines. The levels of the tree are numbered; the top level has value 0, 
the next level down value 1, etc. A tree with its levels and level values is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Trees are the same shape if it is possible to change 
one to the other by a permutation of the points in a family. 
LEVEL 
RooT POINT VALUE 
O 
2 
END POINT-q, 
FzG. 3. A tree. 
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TH~ MINI~L~L TREE AND ITS CONSTRUCTION 
Consider the set of trees which have r end points with values v(i), 
i = l(1)r. Note that i = a(b)c means i takes values from a to c inclusive, 
changing by increments of size b. Each tree of the set has its families re- 
stricted to contain no more than c members, but more than one. i mini- 
mal tree of this set is a tree with the sum of the values of all its points 
a minimum. If  L(i) is the value of the level which contains the end point 
with value v(i), this sum is 
L(i)v(i) + ~ v(i). 
i=I i=i 
Example: The set of three different rees with r = 5 and c = 2 is given 
in Fig. 4 suppose v(i) = 1, i = 1(1)5. The sums of the values of all the 
points are: i, 19; ii, 17; iii, 18. Therefore tree ii is the minimal tree for 
this [v(i)]. 
The way the minimal tree is constructed is derived and explained by 
I-Iuffman (1952) and will be illustrated here by an example. 
Suppose we wish to find the minimal tree with c = 3 and r = 8 whose 
end point values v(i)i = 1(1)8 are 6, 25, 7, 13, 28, 8, 10, and 3. These 
end point values are arranged as in the first list of Fig. 5 in order of de- 
scending magnitude. 
The two least values are now bracketed and their sum is inserted in 
its place in the second list, which omits these two least values. This proc- 
ess is repeated, but with brackets containing three values, until only one 
value (100) remains in the list. This is the value of the root point. Each 
combination of points into a family is shown by a bracket in Fig. 5, 
which is another way of writing the minimal tree. 
5 
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Fla. 4. The three different rees with n = 5 and c = 2. 
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Fxo. 6. Diagram of the constructed minimal tree with the calculation of the 
sum of the values of its points. 
The normal form of the minimal tree is shown in Fig. 6. A tree of any 
8 • • other shape will give ~,i=lv(~)L(~) greater than 180. Interchanges of end 
point values on the same level do not affect he sum but any interchange 
of different end point values on different levels increases the sum. 
In general, the families of the minimal tree are as large as possible 
and so in its construction each bracket (except possibly the first bracket 
chosen) must contain c members. To make this possible the first bracket 
must contain c members if
( r - -  1) rood(c -  1) -- 0, 
or (r - 1) mod (c - 1) -}- i members if
( r -  1) mod(c -  1) ~0.  
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In the following, ~=lv(i)L(i) for the minimal tree will be called Hj[v(i)] 
where [v(i)] is the set of r end point values. The set [v(i)] with all v(i) = 
1 will be written (I). 
Friend has described an alternative way to construct the minimal tree 
for given r and c in the special case when v(i) = 1 and i = 1(1)r. The set 
of algorithms which he gives in Appendix 4 of his paper can be used to 
construct the minimal tree by calculating the values of points on level 1 
first, then level 2, etc. 
TREES INTERPRETED AS SORTING METHODS 
It will be seen that there is a correspondence b tween sorting strate- 
gies and the trees just defined. A tree will be interpreted in five ways, 
and the minimal tree will represent the optimum strategy in each case: 
(1) The general merging process. (2) The sequence of comparisons u ed 
during merging. (3) The general splitting process. (4) The sequence of 
comparisons used in distribution sorting. (5) Huffman's interpretation: 
The construction of minimum redundancy codes. 
Interpretation 1: Merging 
In merging, strings are successively combined to form longer strings. 
The total number of strings decreases with each combination until all 
items lie in one string. 
A tree describes this process exactly. A point of the tree corresponds 
to a string and a value of the point to the length of the string. The 
merging of e strings of a family produce a "parent" string whose point 
has the value of the sum of the lengths of these c strings. The end points 
represent the initial strings and the root point, the one final string. The 
level number is the number of times each string corresponding to a point 
on the level is to be handled in a merge before the keys are completely 
ordered. ~=x v(i)L(i) is the total number of key handlings during the 
complete sort and the strategy represented by the minimal tree mini- 
mizes this. 
Example. Suppose that there are eight strings with lengths 6, 25, 7, 13, 
28, 8, 10, and 3 and that strings cannot be merged more than three at a 
time. The optimum strategy is represented by Fig. 6. First the strings 
with lengths 6 and 3 are merged forming one with length 9. This is then 
merged with the strings with lengths 8 and 7 to form a string length 24, 
which is merged with those with lengths 13 and 10 to form a string 
length 87. This is finally merged with the strings with lengths 25 and 28 
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forming the final string with length 100. The minimum number of key 
transfers is 180. 
Interpretation 2: The Sequence of Comparisons during Merging 
At each point of the tree with Interpretation 1, the highest key is 
repeatedly selected from the heads of the initial strings and placed at 
the end of the resulting string. In the present interpretation a tree with 
c = 2 represents the sequence of comparisons used to select he highest 
key at each stage. Each point of the tree represents a computer storage 
location and the end points represent locations which contain the keys 
~t the heads of the strings, the candidates for selection. These keys are 
ringed in the example given in the section on sorting by merging. 
Two keys in locations corresponding to family points are compared 
~nd the larger key is placed in the loc~tion corresponding to their parent 
point. The larger is now compared with the key in the location corre- 
sponding to its "brother" point, and the larger moved higher up the tree. 
In this way the highest key rises up the tree until it reaches the root point 
and is put next into the resulting string. 
The next key from the string which contained the highest key, is now 
entered into the end point location belonging to the string and compari- 
sons begin again at that point. The value of a point is the number of 
different keys which occupy the location corresponding to the point in 
the complete sort. The end points have the values of the lengths of the 
initial strings. The level value of a point is the number of times a key. 
in a location corresponding to the point is to be transferred before it can 
enter the final string. The minimal tree represents the comparison se- 
quence which minimizes the total number of key transfers. 
Example. Suppose the following four strings ~re merged: 9, 7, 3, 1; 
8, 5, 2; 6, 0; and 4. Figure 7 shows the initial situation and the locations 
of keys in the tree after the first four highest keys have been selected. 
(The minimal tree has been used and the least number of key transfers 
is 19.) 
Interpretation 3: Distribution Sorting 
In distribution sorting, groups of keys are split at each stage into 
smaller subgroups. No matter how the subgroup to which a key belongs 
is decided, a tree represents the general splitting process. 
Each point of the tree represents a group of keys and the value of, the 
point, the number of keys in the group. The root point represents the 
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F[o. 7. Successive stages in the merging of four strings. 
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FIG. 8. The tree for the distribution sorting process of Fig. 2. 
initial unordered group and a "parent" group is split into c subgroups 
corresponding to its family. If we know the sizes of the final subgroups 
which will result from the splitting, the strategy of splitting given by 
the minimal tree based on these sizes will result in the minimum number 
of key handlings. 
Example. Repeating the example given in tile section on distribution 
sorting. The initial group contains 9 keys which are split into 3 sub- 
groups at a time to obtain 9 final subgroups of size one key each. Each 
key is handled twice and so there are 18 key handlings in all, the mini- 
mum number. 
Interpretation 4: The Sequence of Comparisons Used in Distribution 
Sorting. 
One method of splitting the groups at each stage is by comparison 
with a fixed set of boundary keys. The total range of possible key values 
is split into r subranges by r - 1 boundary keys. The sequence of com- 
parisons used to find to which subrange a key belongs can be represented 
by a tree with c = 2. A boundary key is associated with every point of 
the tree which is not an end point. Each point represents a subrange and 
the boundary key associated with the point splits this subrange into the 
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FIo. 9. Diagram of the splitting of a group into four subgroups and construc- 
tion of the relevant minimal tree. 
two subranges corresponding to the family of the point. The keys enter 
oneby one into the root point, are compared with the boundary key, and 
according to the result, placed into one or the other of the subranges, 
where they undergo another comparison. The key works its way down 
the tree until it reaches an end point. The key belongs to the final sub- 
range corresponding to this end point. 
The value of a point is the number of keys which belong to the sub- 
range associated with the point. If the values of the end points are known, 
a minimal tree can be constructed which represents he strategy of com- 
parisons. This results in the minimum unber of key transfers. 
Example. Suppose the ten keys 0-9 are to be split into the four groups 
0-3, 4-6, 6-8 and 9. The boundary keys are 31/~, 61/.22, and 81/~, and their 
positions in the tree are shown in Fig. 9. The minimal tree for c --- 2 
and v(i) =. 4, 3, 2, 1 is given in Fig. 7 and repeated in Fig. 9 with the 
boundary keys. The construction of the minimal tree for this example is 
also shown in Fig. 9. 
Interpretation 5: Minimum Redundancy Codes 
Huffman originally constructed the minimal tree to find minimum 
redundancy codes. Suppose a set of r different messages A(i) are to be 
coded into radix c and suppose there are n messages in all and v(i) of 
A(i)i = l(1)r. The minimal tree based on v(i) and c represents the 
coding which minimizes the total length of the coded messages. The 
numbers 0 to c -- 1 are attached to members of each family of the tree 
and the coding of A(i) is obtained by reading the numbers in the path 
leading from the root point to the end point with value v(i). 
One coding of A(i) for the tree in Fig. 6 is given in Fig. 10. The total 
length of the n coded messages is 180 digits and this is the minimum 
possible length. 
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CODING, DECODING AND SEARCHING 
Interpretation 2 can be considered to be a coding process at a source 
which produces a sequence of messages A(i) with relative frequencies 
v(i)/n. One message A (i) is associated with each initial string length v(i). 
The strings are merged using a tree with Interpretation 2, and one final 
string is obtained. If each key of this final string is now replaced by the 
message associated with the initial string from which it came, the final 
string becomes a sequence of messages with the required frequencies. If 
v(i) are very large and the keys in each string are chosen at random, the 
source behaves like a Shannon (1948) source. 
The sequence of messages can be sorted back into order by the same 
tree with Interpretation 4, using suitable boundary values. If the mini- 
mal tree is used as a model, the synthesis of the messages requires the 
least work, and the sorting or analysis of the messages requires the least 
work. If the messages are coded into binary, the tree with Interpretation 
5 will provide the coding which makes the total ength of all the messages 
a minimum, and the tree with Interpretation 4 the best method of de- 
coding. 
Example. Figure 11, with the accompanying table, is an illustration 
of the coding and decoding processes. The letters A, B, C, and D are 
associated with the strings 9, 7, 3, 1; 8, 3, 5; 6, 0; and 4. The most sig- 
nificant digit of the binary coding is at the right. 
Nineteen key transfers are needed to merge the strings, 19 binary 
digits are needed to convey the messages, and 19 key transfers are needed 
to sort the messages by distribution sorting. In the merging the keys 
gain order and the messages lose order. Nineteen can be used as a 
measure of the order gained and lost respectively. In distribution sorting 
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FIG. 11. Coding and decoding. 
the opposite operation takes place, the keys lose order, and the messages 
regain their order. 
In distribution sorting, the final subgroup is found with the object of 
putting a key into it. In decoding, the final subgroup is found in order to 
recognise what message the binary configuration represents, i.e., to take 
something (the message) from the subgroup. This suggests that there is 
a best way to look something up in ~ file, list, table, or dictionary. If we 
know the relative frequencies with which the subgroups of the list will 
be consulted, then the strategy of searching based on the raJnimal tree 
for these frequencies will minimize the searching effort. 
MEASURES OF ORDER AND DISORDER 
The method of sorting which requires the least number of key trans- 
fers has been found, and this number can be used as a measure of the 
disorder existing in the data before sorting. 
Let the data be a permutation of the integers 1to n. Let S be the class 
of all permutations made up of r strings with lengths v(i)i = l(1)r. The 
measure of disorder, called Ds,  of a member of S is the minimum num- 
ber of key transfers needed to bring the permutation to complete order 
by merging. If P is a member of S, Ds(P) o= H2"[v(i)]. If P0 is the corn- 
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pletely ordered permutation and P~ an unknown permutation, Dz(Po) = 
0 and Ds(P~) = H2'~(I), which are the least and greatest values of D8 
for a given n. 
A measure of the order of P(Os) is defined as the minimum number of 
key transfers needed to obtain a member of S from an unknown permu- 
tation (P~). 
Os(P) = ~ H~'(~)(I) Os(Po) -~- H~'~(I) 
1 
and 
Oa(P~) = O. 
D~(P) + Os(P) >= H2n(I) and are equal only when [v(i)] isa partition of 
n which can be one stage in the sorting-by-merging of P0 to P~ by an 
optimum strategy. 
Do and 0D are two other measures which depend on the distribution 
sorting rules. These also depend on the set of boundary keys used to de- 
fine groups. Suppose a set 11/~, 2}~, .. • , n - 1/~ is defined and a set of 
r chosen from these is used to define final groups. Let G be the class of 
all permutations which are made up of r groups of sizes v(i)i = l(1)r. 
D~ is defined as the minimum number of key transfers needed to re- 
duce P to complete order by distribution sorting. If P C G, 
r 
DD(P) = ~ H~(~)(I) DD(Po) = 0 DD(P~) = Hs'~(I). 
1 
OD(P) is defined as the minimum number of key transfers needed to 
obtain a member of G from an unknown permutation P~. 
OD(P) = H2r[v(i)] 
o~(Po) = H?( I )  
O~(P~) = O. 
As before, Do(P) + O~(P) > H~'~(I) and equal only when [v(i)] is a par- 
tition of n which can be one stage in the sorting-by-distribution of P~ to 
P~, using the optimum strategy. 
The measures Ds and Dv are analogous to the entropy which appears 
in statistical mechanics. They are measures of the constraints imposed 
on the data. The maximum disorder exists when there are no constraints 
on the data, combining it into strings or groups. The minimum measure 
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of disorder is zero when the data is in complete order and has no degrees 
of freedom. Any sorting reduces the number of possible arrangements the 
data can have and this number is maximum (n !) when there are no con- 
straints and minimum (1) when the data is in complete order. 
The measures of order 08 and OD can be thought of as measures of in- 
formation. The sorter obtains his information by asking questions about 
the keys and receiving answers, lie stores this information by putting a 
key in a certain position. 08 and OD are measures of the information pos- 
sessed by the sorter about the data, if he has made full use of the answers 
to his questions in positioning the keys. If the sorter knows he has a cer- 
tain degree of order then a measure of his knowledge is the amount of 
work he would have had to do to obtain that degree of rder from an un- 
known order. When he has no knowledge of the order, the measure of 
order is zero. The maximum easure of order is H2~(I), which is the 
minimum number of bits needed to encode the complete set of data into 
binary notation. 
In Huffman's interpretation the m ssages are not sorted completely. 
Let G be the arrangement formed when each key in the group size v (i) of 
a permutation P E G is replaced by A (i). The measure of order of P E G, 
OD(P) is equal to H~[v(i)]. This is also the amount of work needed to 
sort the messages A (i) from an unknown arrangement to G and the total 
number of binary digits needed to encode the messages. This last fact 
agrees with the interpretation of a measure of order as a measure of in- 
formation. 
As data is sorted, Os or 0D increase and Ds or Dv decrease. If P E S 
or P C G is the initial known degree of order, then Os -4- Ds or OD + DD 
remain constant throughout the sorting at the value 
H~'[v(i)] + ~ H~¢')(I). 
i=l 
This seems to be the only sense in which "information" (Oo or Os) can 
be said to be the negative of "entropy" (Do or Ds) in this analogy. 
H~[v(i)] is the sum of the values of the points, except he root point of 
the tree, above a line through the points with values Iv(i)]. 
Zr  r_rv(1)/i x~=~,, ~ ~ / is the sum of the points of the tree below this line. The 
tree above the line is a minimal tree for Iv(i)] and the subtreesbelow the 
line are eachminimal trees. An example isshown in Fig. 12 forv(i) = 4, 3, 
2,1. 
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FIG. 12. Sorting from disorder to order through a given order. 
THE VALUES OF THE ~/[EASURES OF ORDER AND DISORDER 
I t  can be shown that 
H?(I) = n(log2 n) q- n -- 2 (l°g~) 
= ~ (log2n) +n- -  1 
i~1  
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[where (log2 n) means the integer greater than or equal to log2 n] and hence 
that H2~(I) is an approximation to n log2 n. In fact the inequalities 
0 <= H2~(I) - n log2 n =< .086 n 
hold. H~n(I) is equal to n log2 n when n is a power of two. If  the set 
Iv(i)] is a partition of n which lies on the minimal tree with n end points, 
each with value one (and with c = 2), it follows that 
~r[v(i)] ~ v(i) v(i) 
0 < n "-'~=1 T log2 - -n <= .086 
which shows that H2r[v(i)]/n is a close approximation to the more usual 
entropy expression. 
COMPARISONS 
The total number of comparisons needed in the comparison sequences 
of Interpretation 2 or 4 is nearly equal to the number of key handlings. 
The maximum number of comparisons in each case is 
H2r[v(i)]- ( r -  1). 
In the merging, the r -- 1 comparisons are not needed because in each 
merge the last key is not compared with another key. In distribution 
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sorting the r - 1 comparisons are not needed because if one subrange of 
a family is full no comparison is needed to put the key in the other sub- 
range. In both cases more than r - 1 keys may need no comparison. 
When the v(i) become large the number of comparisons tends to ap- 
proximate the number of key handlings because the groups are so big 
that they never fill up and the strings are so long that they never run out. 
The measures of order become measures in terms of comparisons or bi- 
nary choices, in the same units as information is measured. 
PHYSICAL LENGTH 
I f  each key has data associated with it, we may be more interested in 
the physical size of the group or strings. When sorting parcels we may be 
more interested in the weight of a group rather than the number of par- 
cels in it. The foregoing analysis of sorting methods can be carried 
through exactly as before but with the values of the points now inter- 
preted as the physical size of groups or strings measured in some units. 
Friend has considered this case when the unit of length is the amount 
of data which can be held on one reel of magnetic tape and either the 
initial strings have length one or the final groups size one. 
~EL&TIVE MEASURES OF ORDER 
We can construct an analogy to the expression 
~ l o g  v(i) 
- ~=1 w( i )  
of information theory, where [v(i)]/n and [w(i)]/n are the a posteriori 
and a priori probability distributions. This is the amount of unnecessary 
sorting we have to do if we assume that our r initial strings or r final 
groups are sizes [w(i)], whereas in fact they are Iv(i)]. A measure of order 
of a permutation relative to the set Of permutations with r strings or 
groups can be defined as the unnecessary sorting we do if we know noth- 
ing about the sizes of our r strings or groups and assume they are of equal 
size. 
SUMMARY 
The problem of coding arises in communication theory because there 
are more messages which might be sent than there are symbols 
available. The same problem arises in sorting because the computer can- 
not have simultaneous access to all items of data. The tree structure links 
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these two problems, and the tree with c = 2 becomes of most importance 
because keys can only be compared in pairs. The measures of order are 
in units of key transfers or comparisons. These are just  the operat ions 
Maxwel l ' s  demon uses to separate fast from slow part ic les and seem natu-  
ral units to use to measure nt ropy and information.  
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